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heckled by little old ladies

Hardy few join protest march
by Lynn Smith

"Ladies and gentlemen, I am
against the war in Vietnam. It
is vicious, bloody, useless and
completely unnecessary."
H. D. Wilson, moderator of
"Talkback" on CHYM Radio, began his address to over 200 protestors in front of the Kitchener
City Hall last Saturday.

"Where is any empire today
that has built itself by military
power? Most of them are third
rate countries. The actual winners of the Second World War
are today's leaders: Japan, Russia
and the U.S.A. They won in
terms of money, not military

achievements."

Mr. Wilson then returned to
the Vietnam situation. He felt
that the only things the "nited
States were accomplishing in
Vietnam were the destruction of
the American youth and depletion of the American treasury.

photo by Smith
The local protest inarch last Saturday started with about- 80 people at the Waterloo Cenotaph, and had attracted 40 more stragglers by the time it reached the old City Hall in Kitchener.
Except for the odd little old lady type dissenter, the march was quiet and uneventful. The demonstration was held in conjunction with the International Day of Protest on the war in Vietnam.

"Bullets don't stop an idea," he
said. "The Americans insist that
they are fighting the idea of
Communism. The only thing that
ca be done to stop Communism
is to provide the people of less
fortunate countries with education and health services. This is
the one thing the United States
is not doing."
Mr. Wilson then recalled the
statement made by William
Strangefellow in a visit to the
University of Waterloo last year
"In the not too distant future
the United States will have to
rely on the military to stop the
race riots and the Vietnam protests." Today we see that both
have happened. Paratroopers
have been called in to protect
the Pentagon from a peaceful

sity of Waterloo spoke on the
moral implications of the war.

He said that we have turned
our backs to the situation.
"We have no right in terms
of religious or political aspects
to kill people in Vietnam. Not
only Vietnam, but the city of
man is involved in this fire. We
are involved in this war. It is up
to us to press this matter which
could lead very easily to World
War Three."
The speeches were preceeded
by a protest march from the
Waterloo Cenotaph to the Kitchener City Hall.
The march started with about
80 people ranging from toddlers
up, and increased as it got closer
to its destination. Most of the
participants were university students.
Police stood at the mtain crossroads to halt traffic as the march
proceeded

quietly

down King

Street. The marchers carried
placards whi' marshalls handed
out pamphlets to curious bystand-

-

ers.

Periodically someone from the
sidelines would yell "Commie*
but the march continued.

demonstration!"

CUS committee starts
course evaluation study
A comprehensive course evaluation study has been utn/dientaiken
by the CUS committee on campus.
All students will be encouraged
to participate in this study by

means

of que9tioniraafires.

Roger Sanders, CUS Chairman,
said that he hoped students would
co-operate with the committee so
that the report will provide a
complete and accurate picture of
the quadity of education on this
campus.
Fred Costa, chairman of the
committee, submitted a brief to
coumeil last Monday outlining
tentative guidelines and objec-

tives for the proposed program.
The brief called for a philosophy
of education to be esbablisehd at
WLU in keeping with its limited
enrolment, low student-f acuity
ratio, and specialized fields of
studiy.
Mr. Costa said the study would
be valuable not only for our own
campus, but as a guide to other
schools considering similiar projects.
The purpose of the study is to
encourage higher quality education through professor evaluation
and analysis of the present edu-

cational values.
Students would be given greater
course guidance, and the present

system of course description in
the calendar would be made more
complete.

Until February, the committee
will be working on drawing up
a querstionmiaire to be handed out
to all students on campus. Mr.
Costa said that the questionnaire
would be as abjective as possible,
and would use information gained from previous studies carried
out by other universities.
The questionnaire will be distributed in late February, and the
results tabulated by course and
professor.

The brief also recommended
that the committee seek endorsement of the study by the faculty.

The

protestors

voiced

their

disapproval of this action by the

American government.

Mr. Wilson continued. "The
War in Vietnam has to be stopped. It has taken a long time for
our gov rnment to come to that
conclusion publically."
Because of this stand, Mr. Wilson wishes the protestors would
be a little less violent in their
attack on Canadian involvement
in the war.
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"For years Chester Ronning
travelled back and forth to Hanoi
where Ho Chi Mm was a personal
friend of his. His attempts for
neutral diplomacy failed, but at
least an attempt was made."
He said that in most cases the
manufacture of war materials in
Canada used by the Americans
was done by American subsidiary
companies, "he only way Canada could stop this would be to
adopt a policy of strict neutrality
which would ban the manufacture
of all war goods. He suggested
the policy be adopted immediate-

and

so

Smith

terrible im-

the

perialist bear kept interfering
in the land of the nice people

who only
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Several people disagreed.

Dr. W. Klassen from the Conrad Grebel College of the Univer-
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but their spirits still live

on

The Balky Brethren have faded
The flurry of the Balky Brethren came fast but it died just
as quickly.

cause and he wouldn't be able to
do it.
"I have to choose between
playing student and playing leader of the Balky Brethren. I
choose to play student this year."
Nygren is a third year philosophy student who has created
a great deal of controversy by
digging up the statement, "I
would rather have Hell with
Christ than Heaven without
Him" (this saying is not his

Why?

"I killed it." was the answer
of Eric Nygren, the exciting and
very enthusiastic leader of the
group, "I did not want this to be
the superficial thing most of our
clubs are. Our students as a
whole have this 'the devil may
care attitude', and will go around
wearing Balky Brethren buttons
but think seriously about it they
won.. That's what I don't want."
He said that he would have to
devote a great deal of time 1 i the

own).
Pastor

Urdahl

said,

"This

statement is profound! It de-

serves deep consideration. If this

fellow really means it, is deeply
serious about it, and if he can
encourage debate and foster
opinions, I would be willing to
designate money for it."
Also Pastor Urdahl doesn't
think that the church is overly
concerned with heaven or that
it is "a diseased animal".
"The church is in a number
of cases its own severest critic."
But "we have to listen to everyone. However, we want to make
the criticism i precise, as clear
and as helpful as possible."
When asked to comment on
the letter appearing in the Cord

away

two weeks ago, Pastor Urdahl
admitted that he too was bothered about chapel services. He too
felt that some of these services
are not means of worshipping
God.

He is also greatly puzzled by
the whole realm of being a Lutheran University. "If it's trying
to sell itself as a Christian University, it had better start rewriting the calendar, because a
Christian University it isn't by
any means."
president
of
Kenn Ward,
"that the
Christotyros, feels
whole thing is a darn good idea.
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about time something was
done." Although a Lutheran, he
agrees' with the letter in the
Cord; in that the Lutheran
church is "a Christian church
that no longer preaches Christ."
Rob Brown, president of the
Waterloo Lutheran University
Christian Fellowship was asked
what he felt about the deal. "It's
a good thing. The attack on the
church as a social institution is
justifiable.
"However the attack on the
church as "Christ's body" is unjustified because the Balky Brethren are merely outsiders looking in. The problem of the Balky
Brethren is that they simply do
not understand what the church
is."
Dr. Dolbeer tried to capitalize
on Nygren's fame by saying that
Nygren was not bringing up any.
thing new.
"He's saying the very same
thing that Iv been teaching for
years in my R.K. classes. That's
why I feel sure Nygren must
have been in my R.K. 21 class."
Nygren, on the other hand emphatically denies that he took
R.K. 21.
•' he claims that NyAlthough
gren is simply, stating his ideas,
Dr. Dolbeer denies that the
church no longer has an important role in today's society. However, the concept of no salvation
outside the church is out.
He also severely criticized the
letter in the Cord.
"There is no one way of worshipping God, as the author of
this letter is trying to say. I may
not be able to worship God in a
certain way, but that doesn't
mean that someone else can't."
Both Dr. Dolbeer and Pastor
Urdahl were puzzled as to who
are the Lutheran captains on
It's

:

campus.

Ralph Boersema, the author of
the letter to the Cord was asked
to respond to Dr. Dolbeer's criticism. "Many of Dr. Dolbeer's
teachings are damned," he said,
"He is much more a Hindu than
a Christian. If anyone thinks he
is getting a course in the Christian religion from him, they had
better revolutionize their thinking very fast, because he is one
of the top heretics Christianity
has ever known.
"Simply by his idea of no salvation outside of the church, and
the method of worshipping Our
Lord he indicates that he has
no real understanding of what
it means to be a Christian, or
"to be in Christ" or of being "a
member of His body."
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La Vogue
Ladies' & Sports Wear

10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT

upon a year there was a princely collection of handsome sweaters. They were the
heirs to the coveted casual look. Bold bulkies
anfl sleek cable stitches, pull-overs and cardigans in all colors to wear over your favorite
P an*s- Come in and choose one fit for a king
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* latest
fashions
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SIR GEORGE STUDENTS STAGE STRIKE
—

MONTREAL (CUP)
Students
and pirofossoirs at Sir George
Williams University united yesterday in a one-day strike against
the Administration.
It started Wednesday as a siltin at the bookstore in protest of
high book prices and the allocation of a $90,000 bookstore profit
bo the aitlhletios program.
But when officials rejected stu-

dent demiainds, a one-day boycott
of classes was called for by the
Student Umiiiom president Jeff
Chapman.

The students Wednesday
commended Itoaifc:

—

—

re-

a joint coirmmlittee of students,
faculty and administration be
nesiponisiible for the operation
of the bookstore.

books be discounted 10% for
trade books and 5% for texts.

— the

staff discount of 10% be
discontinued.

—
''co-cuinric'ulair''
—
—

that bookstore profits be turned
over to the Student Union for
programs.

Three Russian postgraduates visited the campus last Thursday. Alexander
Chicherov (left) and Alexander Koslovski are shown Chatting informally with
students in the SUB lounge.

that the bookstore accounts be
made public.
that Time-Life inserts be re-'
moved from all texts.
When the bookstore investigation committee of the Student
Union presented these recom-

A nice place to visit, wouldn't want to live here
"Do you have sex education in
Russian schools?"
"In very few, and I think it is
a great mistake in our educational, system. I consider it foolish.
A lot of real tragedies are happening because of this. For students it is hard to consider themselves human beings without an
affair."
Approximately 150 people
heard three graduates from the
Soviet Union speak in the Student Union Lounge last Thursday.

Alexander Kozlovski from the
Leningrad Electrical Communications Institute and Yuri Selviakov, nuclear physicist, represented the scientific aspects of Russian culture.
Alexander Chicherov of the
Praesidium of the Youth Organizations of the USSR represented
the Humanities.
When asked if there was a

WLU

and cultures within the Soviet
Union, Mr. Chicharov said that
each area was quite free to develop its own language and culture but for the sake of communication all the people in the Soviet Union are required to learn
Russian.
"It is a problem," he said, "in
a way like your own French
problem. I can see a real difference between people in
bee and Canadians."
"All students," he said, "have
free choice of universities in the
Soviet Union but the problem
of language is real because main
lectures arc done in the predominant language of the area."
He said in reaction to his stay
in Canada that he would like to
live here for a time but not for-

ever.

"You are not very quick

cisions

—

Maclean's Magazine in a recent
article
intimated that
as
ours are "little
schools such
more than mediocre liberal arts
colleges."

Must a university have a large
graduate school, wealthy suppor-

ters, extensive science facilities,
a weill-stocked library and 'name'
professoins to attract the best
teachers?
(The answer appears to be a
qualified no).

The Cord asked a sampling of
our PlhDs why they chose to
come to WLU instead of other

universities.

problem having many languages

Predictably, the reason most
often oited wa« that these scholars were offered jobs by our administration. However, some
selected WLU over highly-rated
Canadian schools such as Alberta
(No. 7 in Canada) and still more
gave up teaching positions at
ptnes'tigeouis Toronto and McGill.
Teaching does matter
The other common answer to
our question was the fact that
"leaching did matter here."

—

in demuch like Russians."

In personal behavior he said he
thought the Russian people were
most like Ai ericans.

The Russian attitude towards

religion is to suppress it, but he
said the only way it may be supressed is by instructional literature.
"There are special laws to
prevent any suppression of religious services. The members of
a religion may go and preach
their religion anywhere except

in schools. There is in fact an

academy in Russia to teach and
produce monks and clerics.
He said that the hippies are a
definite social problem, which he
feels is quite natural to find in

the United States.
When asked if there was any
such movement in the Soviet
Union Mr. Chicharov replied,
"The new generation such as
Yevtuschenko has come, but realizes it must respect as well as

criticize the older generations. It
is a very human, warm literature
they produce, not a generation of
nihilists.'
Mr. Chicharov said there was a
great deal of debate and controversy on the war in Viet Nam.
"It is impossible to stop people
thinking." he said. "They are human beings."
Mr. Kozlowski said that abortion is legal in the U.S.S.R. "The
problem of unwed mothers does
not exist:" he said, "we don't
even think about it. There is no
stigma attached to unwed mothers."
After the discussion the Russians visited the City Hotel to
examine Canadian drinking practises. In an hour and a half Mr.
Chicharov drank 13 drafts
one
less than Jim Lindsey from U of
W, who drank, he said, for the
sake of home and country.

'

—

menda'Moinis to university treasurer
William Reay Wednesday afternoon, hie said, "Who's running
this university anyway?"
At this point, the tide turnedNegotiations broke down, and
students, led by the Committee
for a Free University (COMFRU)
organized a sleep-in foir the university.
SGW security guards did not
bother the 125 students who sleptin overnight on the Hall Building
tabby floor.
Yesterday, an 'informal teach-in
ran all day, following endorsement of the student strike by
Council, which bad held an emergency meeting at 3 a.m. to plot
strategy.

Ait 11 a.m. yesterday, Frank
Chalk, history professor and president of the SGW Faculty Association, held a faculty meeting
which endorsed the student strike
and its demands for a say in the
administration of the bookstore.

A crowd of about 1,000 students
in the Hall Building lobby cheered
the aranouncement of faculty solidarity of the student cause. One
student lofted a coke bottle into
the crowd.
But in the Nerris Building,
Which houses both the commerce
faculty and administrative offices, students were almost unanimously opposed to the strike.
Here, classes continued as usual, and no noticeable boycott
and with no class cancellations

reported.

In the Hail Building, however,
more than 50% of the students
boycotted classes yesterday manning, many because professors had
cancelled classes in sympathy
with the .student cause. "
Jane Millman, 17, one of the

sleep-in crowd, said: "Why give
bookstore profits to athletics?"
Wilyam Kleirnam, who also
stept-din, said he wanted immediate results to student demands.
He said that the sleep-in and

strike came about when the book-

store issue was made a university

issue by the administration.

The strike ended inconclusively
after Dr.
John Smoia, vice-president for
Administration, proposed a joint
faculty student administration
committee sit to "consider the
student recommendation
and
their broader implications,"

last night, as scheduled,

-

-

"a mediocre liberal arts college"

The idea that the professor is
communicate with his
students, rather than forced to
publish learned articles, was an
appealing factor for more than
half of those surveyed.
Opinion varied on the necessity
of a graduate school. One professor felt that a grad school was
"a necessity for the school and
a necessity for the staff," while
another dismissed this with the
comment that "neither size nor
the presence of a graduate school
aire bases for determining the
excellence of schools in Europe
and the United States."
Most of the professors think that
it is possible to receive a superior
undergraduate course in an institution with no graduate schools
urged to

at all.
Not completely happy
The professors were

by no
means satisfied with all facets of

teaching at WLU.
Only the Romance Languages
department finds that the library
is adequate for both graduate and
undergraduate work. Other comments ranged from "weak" to

'

terribly inadeq v ate."
The only encouraging comiment
was offered by a Classics profes-

sor who insisted that "there is no
library in Ontario adequate for
graduate work."
And although van ions people
commented that there is a "better atmosphere here among the
faculty" than at larger universities, dairk- hints were dropped
here and there that relations
with the adiminljstration are by
no means as pleasant.
Maclean's further attacked the
idea of the private university.
The professors interviewed
were, surprisingly, either indifferent to the fact that WLU is
independent of the government
or opposed to it. The only professor surveyed who chose WLU
partly on the basis of the fact
that it is private, is an ordained
Lutheran minister.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Cord also asked four members of the administration for
their opinions on tie article.
Richard K. Taylor, Director of

linifornratiom: "Our BA's are as
good as any! I would be interested in seeing how Prof. Webb
would rate us for what we are
a small libera! arts college
rather than grouping us with the
much larger, science-oriented institutions. Theme is something to
be said for both government AND
independent colleges. We, because of our independence, are
able to keep enrolment limited
and therefore obtain better student-faculty communication. We
have something to be said for us,
too."
Frederick J. Speckeen, Dean
of Students: "The author's use
of his own University of Toronto
as the standard is an unfair premise on which to begin. The
writer demonstrates certain fallacies in setting up his criteria.
A well-developed graduate program is not necessary for an
outstanding .school, non is the
number of books in the library
a .vaiid criterion tor rating a college. I hope that there is a place
for a quality independent institution and that finances will be

——

-

forthcoming from sources other
than the governmcmit."

Frank C. Peters, Dean of Ants
and Science: "Our standard of
teaching is well above the national average. We aire at present
aiming for a 50% doctorate level
among our teaching staff. By way
of comparison, only 24% of the
faculty of the University of Manitoba possess doctorates.
Erich R. W. Schultz, Chief Librarian: "It's common knowledge
that most college libraries are
inadequate. We have slightly
over 75,000 volumes in our library
that 144,000 short of the ideal
figure for a university of this
size. No library in the province
is of an aid equate size for graduate work. We must take into consideration the fact that a research
or science college requires a
number of books fair greater thao
the number required for an ants
college of similar enrolment. I
believe there is a place far am
institution, such as WLU, which
puts strong emphasis on highquality teaching, rather than on

—

research."

4
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McLeans magazine in their recent feature on Canadian universities displayed an irresponsible attitude toward the Canadian educational system.
The standards set down by the magazine were stupid
and inane.
The article stated flatly that it was impossible to receive an excellent education'at a small school.
The qualities that were set down for excellence were:
graduate offerings, library holdings science facilities,
wealth, and prestige staff.
It seems that Plato received a poor education from
Socrates because he didn't offer a graduate school or
a big library or a lot of money.
The excellence of education is determined for the most
part by the quality of the teachers and the quality of
the student.
The rest is convenience.
Our library is poor and it is a detriment but sheer
numbers of books does not guarantee that a library is
a good one.
The article called certain non affiliated universities
Httle more than mediocre liberal arts colleges.
Thirty-five per cent of those who lecture you have
PhD's.
The percentage of PhD's at the University of Manitoba is 24%, and.the magazine rated the U of M 10th
in the country.
The criticism made of universities with poor science
facilities is valid at Waterloo. Lutheran. Technology today has so advanced that a school that produces bachelors of science should have the money and equipment
to produce graduates trained in the use of up to date

apparatus.
Our science facilities are a joke.
Not forgetting our shortcomings, McLeans magazine
has sold out the whole school.
We do produce excellent graduates in arts and business, but they are pushed aside before those who read
McLeans magazine.
After all who wants to hire anyone from a mediocre

liberal arts
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college.

Need we say more?

To those of

...

you who heard the editorial on On
Campus radio last Sunday we can only reply,

WE ARE SURPRISED YOU WERE LISTENING!

The

CORD welcomes letters

from students, faculty and members of the Administration, but
please

these things.
All letters must include your
name, address, faculty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you have
good reason. The editors reserve the right to shorten lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed,
i) possible, and submitted to the
CORD office no later than Monday afteroon.
remember

«

Disgruntled
To the Editor:
I am becoming increasingly
disgruntled and dismayed at the
sophomoric attitude of the supposed intelligentsia of our campus. Not only is the CORD institution shallow and immature
in their reasoning but also the
On Campus staff and the leaders
of the political parties on campus.
Model Parliament and the necessary election campaign are not
useless nor do they serve a function of personal aggrandizement.
As Bob Morrow pointed out, all
Bills passed in Model Parliament
are sent to the leaders in both
the federal and provincial houses
as well as to the Canadian University senior political organization for discussion at the annual
national convention. Over seventy students sit in Model Parliament and they may speak if they
wish; moreover, there are few
clubs on campus that can boast
such participation. Too many
persons, who are enamoured with
their new-found ability to speak
in coherent sentences, spout off
that most of the students partaking in Model Parliament do
not say anything and therefore
get nothing whatsoever from it.
This is not the case! Too often
students will not do research into
a subject and then they have the
nerve to suppose that everyone
wants to hear their personal opingranted that some subions

—
jects require

It has all been said on the war in Vietnam.
The marches have been marched.
The pacifists have been pacified.
The rallies are over.
And the war goes on.
The war in Vietnam has had one undeniable effect.
It has made the president of the United States who
received the greatest electoral mandate in history into
one of the most unpopular presidents of all time.
It costs the United States $10 billion a month to support the war.
It costs the U.S. tremendously in international prestipe. It costs and it costs and yet prestige is the only
conceivable reason that they continue the war.
They support a minority government against another
minority government that they weakly affirm is a threat
to their borders.
The United States will never win the war.
They know it.
The people don't like the war.
Johnson knows it.
1968 is an election year and Johnson knows that.
There is only one thing to be concluded.
Barring the entry of China and the beginning of WW
111, the United States will pull out of Vietnam in 1968.

To those of you

Welcomes Letters

I

personal opinions.

Direct benefit from Model
Parliament is acquired from the
following: parliamentary proceedings, parliamentary procedure
learning about current issues,
political pressure via press coverage, public speaking, and an intellectual appreciation for democracy in its highest form in
Canada. There are many side
benefits that can be acquired by
personal partaking of the organizing and preparation necessary

to stage Mr del Parliament. Those

who criticize it are the ones who
have never participated or have
never done any work themselves
or are too narcissistic to evaluate
anything of this magnitude! This
brings me to my next point.
Having been a party leader myself, I think it is time for one
of us to correct these unjustified,
inimical charges of participation
for personal aggrandizement. It
is blatantly clear that these critics, who tried to run a Model
Parliament campaign, have not
bothered to ask themselves why
a person would subject themselves to constant scrutiny, questioning and ridicule. In 90%
of the cases they agree because
there is a job to be done and
they will accept the responsibility. They are the ones who will
work hard so that others will
benefit from the team effort of
which they will lead.
Bob Nixon was going to drop
out of politics this year, but
someone had to take on the responsibility of leadership even
though he knew he could not defeat the Conservatives. A campaign is run to win an election
not to glorify anyone. If you
must judge someone quickly,
then the best means is by their

—

personal appearance and stature.
A picture is a "cool" medium
and invites participation vs. print
which is a "hot" medium which
involves participation. (Marshall
McLuhan). To get people out to
vote we must invite participation. Would you vote for someone you have not seen? It is a
lively campaign that gets out the

voters, not a policy campaign.
Last year the vote was over 1,000
which after subtracting two day
a week students, recluses and

-

generally non
communicalives,
that would represent about 75%
of the active student body.
The New Democratic Party did
not contest the election for Model
Parliament this year. Their leaders gave the reason that model
parliament had no value. This is
true
for them! Their own listless spirit and unorganized club
>s the real reason! They have always done poorly and are true
socialists that expect everything
to be given to them
like their
parents have done. Their leader,
a sophomore, has little experience in Model Parliament and I
doubt if he even researched a
subject for the last year's Model
Parliament.
To conclude, I assert that the
student body is not apathetic as
the party leaders say, but that
the club members are too lazy to
do any work themselves. One of
the most hackneyed statements
is: "You only get out of it, what
you put into it," or "You don't
get something for nothing," sums
up my opinion of these students.
Now, let's get off your buttocks
and make Model Parliament the
worthwhile institution it can be.
Jim Reid

—

—

~

What are

you

for?

To the eclJtar:
There seems to be a group of
people at thiiis unii'veirisdty who,
aipp€iairenig to be closefty ideiiDtii'fied
with
if not actually part of the
NDP Parrty on campus, aire
teoTiitbly interested in being
against just about everything and

—

for absolutely nothing.
They aire ajjainst Model Parlia-

—

ment
as shown in tiheiir rkiicukwts campaign aigaiirast this campus tradition; the are against the
Church
as shown in their amtlchurch league; they are against
all PrO'gressive-Cciniseirvaitiveis and
aflll Liberals; and finally, they are
against the war in Vietnam.
I'd like to ask this silly little
group
what do lihey stand for?
Doesn't it miake more sense to
emphasize, iin a positive way,
what we aire for, rather than
mietpefliy what we aire against?
Bob Morrow,

—

—

Progressive-Gcniseirvaitive
Chub

Relevant Sand
To the Editor:

Recently, by diverse manners
and strange wonderful means
there has reached me a piece
of political propaganda. It is
good to know that the NDP Club
has stepped up and above the

playpen-sandbox
situation and
has now developed into an or-

ganization that will contribute to
the betterment of society, produce more sweeping social reforms and be a home of student

activists
The activist is a student of
many

homes,

channelling

his

vast limitless energy into many
areas. Oh, pity the tired activist;
no more can he come to stop
and rest, to recuperate in the
sandbox of life. Poor activist.
And pity,once again the individuals, those poor and unre-

quited creatures lacking truly
meaningful participation in decision making. Progressives of
the world unite, relevantly con-

—•

front yourselves in the mass society
one man, one vote, tippicanoe and parliament too. If
it was good enough for Athens
it's good enough for you. Oh
wandering individualist, jump into action, the sand is always relevant on the other side of the

box.

Bob Furtney

Friday 13th bugs SUBOG
To the Editor:
Last week's Concert, Dance,
and Movie was SUBOG's first
complete entertainment weekend. When Council authorized us
to program the year's activities,
we set down a policy of providing the Stiident Uniion with wellrounded entertainment at the
lowest possible admission price.
However, we would like to emphasize that simply because the
ticket price is low, this in no
way reflects the calibre of the
ei/.i'ic'i'toiiwm&jiit. For example, we
were lucky to contract the Sugar
Shoppe early in their spiral of
success. They are now the most
sought-after performers in Toronto, much t© the chagrin of
those who missed the Concert.
As for the technical difficulties
well, that
we experienced
was Friday the 13th.

...

Bob Layzell
SUBOG Entertainment
Director.

Sour sarcasm
To the Editor:
In all journalism, there is a
fine line with which journalists
should be well acquainted
Where does witticism end and
poor taste begin? Clearly your
"columnist" Eric Nygren (see
CORD, The Quintessence, "A
Thanksgiving Prayer," Oct. 6)
has not learnt this relatively
simple lesson. This is a pity!
Much is to be profited from
good witticism of established
conservative institutions-sarcasm
gone sour, however, ultimately
defeats its own purpose.
It is hoped that E. Nygren will
pass out of his impulsive juvenile world and regain his status

—

among "thinking" university

stu-

dents before being allowed in

print again.

Tom Va«?ieflri!ist
Arts 111
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U.S. demonstrators gain entry to Pentagon,
beaten back by troops with clubs and teargas
effort to reach and

at the Pentagon by about 2,500

By Walter Grant and

Phil Semas
Collegiate Press Service
Special to

Canadian University Press
WASHINGTON (CUP-CPS)

—

Well over 100,000 demonstrators
who came here Saturday to call
for peace in Vietnam were met

enter the

Pentagon itself.
More than 400 were arrested.
Some were injured seriously and

federal troops armed with clubs
and rifles, some with bayonets attached.
The troops and U.S. Marshalls
used clubs and tear gas to hold
back the demonstrators who
broke through police lines in an

carried away from the Pentagon
with bloody faces. Several hundred more received minor injuries.

About 20 demonstrators actual-

Canadian marchers peaceful, quiet
—

DemonOTTAWA (CUP)
strations in over a dozen major
Canadian centres Saturday called
for an end to the American presence in Vietnam and the end
of Canadian complicity with the
U.S. in the war.
Most demonstrations also drew
supporters of the U.S. involve-

ment.

The nation's Largest rally was
held in Toronto where about 3,-000 marchers amid ambi-marchers
stalled Yonge Street traffic on
their way to city hall.
Marchers were forced to stick
to the sidewalks when they were
refused a march permit.
Police- we\re everywhere but
co-operation between protestors
■and the law prevented serious incidents.
Students made up about half
of the protestors, the rest including women, children, old men,
and whole families.
Draft dodgers now living in
Toronto marched as a group under a large yellow placard reading "We refuse to Go."
Only one man was arrested. He
painted a swastika in front of the
city hall.
In Vancouver 1,500 people
turned out in front of the city
hall to join in the nation-wide
protest.
Ait a courthouse rally Dr. Norman Epstein, a ÜBC chemical
engineering professor, told the
crowd: "Representatives of hundreds of Canadian companies
soon will be visiting ÜBC to offer
jobs to students. Some of these
firms manufacture war materials
for the U.S."
"If any of you people are op-

-

posed to the war I would suggest
you show these people that you
want no part of anything that
would keep the Vietnam war
going."
In Ottawa NDP leader Tommy
Douglas spoke to over 500 demonstrators in front of the parliament buildings, despite a previous ban on loudspeakers which
was issued by the government

earlier this week. The mike was
hastily set up, and Douglas was
quickly introduced by the chairman. RCMP patrolling parliament hill seemed unwilling
take the microphone away from a
party leader.
Douglas told the crowd: "The
war in Vietnam is one of the
greatest moral issues of our
time."
" "It is also one of the greatest
threats to world peace existing
today."

"if this slaughter of
Vietnamese civilians continues it
will amount to genocide."
Alphowse
Morriisetet,
President of the University of Ottawa
student council implored the
audience to go out and convince
their neighbors, "not only those
who believe like you do
but the skeptics."
"Life is sacred," he said.
The demonstrators sang protest songs and watched a morality
play about the war.
In Halifax more than 350 demonstrators, among them Mayor
Allan O'B'nien undertook a milelong trek to Victoria Park, where
several speakers addressed the
crowd.
The demonstration, the first
He said

.
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mass Vietnam protest ever in
the Marilimes, was organized by
the Halifax Citizens Committee to
end the war in Vietnam.
Mayar O'B'rien told the marchers in the park he was proud to
act as master of ceremonies for
the rally "as a concerned Canadian, not as a Mayor."
Another Canadian Mayor also
joined the protest. Mayor Sid
Buckwold of Saskatoon spoke at
a "meal of reconciliation" put on
by the Saskatoon Voice of Women. Billy Graham associate
Leighton Ford, and representatives of the Quakers, international student groups, and others addressed the diners.
At the same time over 100 students marched to city hall. They
were addressed by Bob Wilkinson, Madison University student
and former writer for the Saigon
Daily News.
In Winnipeg 700 protestors lis-

tened while Francis Ross of the
Vietnam Veterans Against the
War and Mrs. Mumal Duckworth,
VOW president, spoke out against
the war.
In Calgary a fifteen
block
parade through downtown streets
grew from 80 marchers at its
Start to more than 200 at its destination. About 70 were students,
the rest ranged from children to

-

grandparents.

In Montreal 500 French and
demonstrators joined
forces in a march from downtown
Philips square to the American
embassy. They marched on the
sidewalks through a light rain
because they were not given a
English

parade permit.

Other smaller marches were
held in Edmonton, Regina, Kingston, Kitchener Waterloo, and
other centres.
Most marches also had antiprotestors, but their numbers
were small.
Only isolated cases of violence
were reported, and few arrests
were made in Canada.

-

ly made it inside the Pentagon
lines to keep the new demonstrabut they were quickly thrown out tors from the steps of the Pentaby troops waiting inside the gon.
Hippies threw flowers at the
doors.
Late Saturday night one of the police.
MP's defected to the demonstraSeveral incidents occured when
tors amid a loud cheer. Though
demonstrators tried to charge the
there was no confirmation of this steps toward the Pentagon porch
from the State Department, at through the police lines. Police
least one reporter said he witfought the demonstrators back
nessed the defection.
with clubs. The military police
There were wide discrepencies seemed to be satisfied with merefederal
in the estimates of the number ly holding their lines butsome
of
marshals brutally beat
of demonstrators. The Defence the marchers with their clubs.
Department claimed there were
Officials of the defence deabout 30,000 to 35,000 and police partment's office of public afput the figure at 55,000. But it fairs said none of the guns
was obvious there were well over wielded by the soldiers had bul100,000 people at the demonstralets in them.
tion, and leaders of the National
The major move toward the
Mobilization to End the War in Pentagon doors occured about
Vietnam said there may have 5:45 p.m. when a group of several
been as many as 200,000.
hundred demonstrators broke
The peace march started at the through police lines and charged
Lincoln Memorial at about 1:30 toward the northeast side of the
p.m. and marchers were still building.
filing into the Pentagon parking
About 10 of the demonstrators
ran through a door which was
lot.at 6 p.m.
open for members of the press.
Several demonstrators were arwas quickly closed and
rested, including two helmeted The
leaders and novelist Norman locked, and the 10 demonstrators
Mailer. Later Saturday night, sat on the floor inside the buildDave Dellinger, chairman of the ing.
mobilization committee, was also
But two companies of troops
arrested. After the initial concarrying bayonets and with gas
frontation, most of the demonmasks were waiting in the hall
strators moved on up the hill right inside the door. They quickfrom the parking lot in an atly shoved the demonstrators from
tempt to enter the mall area in the building, and federal marfront of the Pentagon.
shals joined in with their clubs
A single line of federal troops tc beat those who had made it
guarded the entrance to the Peninside tin building.
tagon as the demonstrators beAfter the demonstrators were
gan to gather peacefully in front forced from the building, the
of them.
troops lined up about 10 deep in
There had been no incidents front of-the door. Those who had
when about 50 federal troops broken through to the porch of
carrying rifles with bayonets atthe Pentagon started a sit-in in
tached ran from the front door front of them.
Though Pentagon officials deny
of the Pentagon and lined up behind the first line of troops.
it, several newsman on the scene
The new troops pointed their reported the troops were using
bayonets at the demonstrators. tear gas to disperse the crowd.
After about five minutes they The Pentagon claims the tes? gas
were still standing peacefully came from the demonstrators.
when this order was given.
Troops were equipped with gas
After about 10 more minutes of masks.
pointing their bayonets at the
The demonstrators left xwith
crowd, they were ordered to take the coming of night, in buses
the bayonets off their rifles. The which had brought them to the
Pentagon claims that no bayonets
Pentagon earlier in the day.
were unsheathed and they were
By 10 p.m. only about 2.000
always carried in an upright people were left at the sit-in. At
position, never pointed.
3 p.m. Sunday afternoon those of
After this new waves of demthe sit-in group who had remainonstrators began coming toward ed were replaced by a contingent
the Pentagon from various points of about 1,000 demonstrators held
in the mall. The troops formed in reserve.

Professor condemns Vietnam murder
"This business of marching and
demonstrating is ambiguous. One
never knows if one ought to do
it. I am not afraid to appear in

public, but still one wonders about the value."
So spoke Dr. Walter Klassen,
professor of history at Conrad
Grebel College, a Mennoniteaffiliated college at the University of Waterloo, to a small, but
vociferous group on campus last
Thursday night.
However, Dr. Klassen planned
to participate in last Saturday's
march protesting the war in

Vietnam.
He (felt that the march would
publicity draw attention to "the
murder and torture in Vietnam."
Dr. Klassen said this was important to him for several reasons. "The ones who are dead in
Vietnam can't speak. There is
no voice left. The ones who are
alive dare not speak. Someone
else must."
He asserted that he was not
naive enough to think that the
march would bring change, but
it would help.
Needled by several students to
offer his alternatives to the
Vietnam war, Dr. Klassen ad-

,

mitted it was a difficult request.
He stated that the U.S. should
ahamdion her present policy and
try another one, any one, because "the United States is so
strong that she doesn't need to
fear anyone in the world. The
way the war is being waged is
so immoral that a number of
other options would be more
desirable."
Dr. Klassen admitted that if
the U.S. pulled out of Vietnam
the Communists would take over.
This also he considered a lesser
evil.
He stressed
several times
during the course of his speech
that he was not anti-American.
In fact, Dr. Klassen has lived
for several years in the United
States. He felt that the U.S. has
honest motives, and being a professor of history, he felt that he
understands these reasons and
American foreign policy, but that
the reasons are wrong and the
action will not bring a good end.
"I am u.ispeakably offended
by this large, powerful, opulent
nation determined to crush into
dust this small nation. This, in
my opinion, is THE obscenity
in the present world. America is

willing to risk all earth and all
its creatures to satisfy her ambitions."
Referring to his attempt to
correct this situation he stated,
"I march because I have three
small sons. Other children their
age are dying in flames daily.
I want to prevent this happening
to others, including mine."
Dr. Klassen admitted he has
been accused of tearjerking when
making statements such as these,
but he insisted his purpose was
not such.
Speaking for himself, he said
that he was looking at the problem of Vietnam on a Christian
basis although others might have
other bases. Discussing Christians
he insisted: "WE are to blame.
This is a perversion of the
Christian gospel. Peace is not
brought by war."
In the question period following that speech a member of the
audience suggested to Dr. Klassen that perhaps the U.S. had
developed a "Messianic Complex," a desire to purge the
world.
Dr. Klassen replied that

if that
ware the case it was certainly
dangerous and out-oif-bamd.
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Teach-In stresses war and religion

"IN THE NAME OF GOD,
by John Kuti
News Editor

Wan* and Religion were the
combined themes before the
Third International] Teach-Im at
ro'i'onto last weekend.
A near-capacity crowd of 3,000
eat silently through three days
o! speeches and discussion periods at Varsity Stadium.
Session one on Religious Faith
end War dealt with the questions:
Can the man of faith flight for
bis country? Have the teachings
of religion been used to justify
war? Are discussions of the morality or immorality of war relevant in international politics?
Are religious ethics the chief
force shaping
war?

men's support to

Dr. Kenneth Thompson, viceof
president
the Rockefeller
Foundation said:
"Public and personal morality
have diverged not because aill
public leaders were vernal but because the demand for maintaining the unity of the state was
primary."
"The war-peace cycle is a fact
of life/ he said, but concluded
that "war's only justification
must be more stable conditions
of peace," and that "peace has
depended on trends within and
among states, political and social
organization, and economic sufficiency on the maintainence of
stable equilibrium of power."

•

IRRESPONSIBILITY, AND
WEAKNESS

Canon L.

J. Collins,

of St.

aill's Cathedral, London, Emg*Bind,
said, "For anyone to adopt

a position that he will support a
limited war, but will! withdraw
his support if things begin to
get out of hand would seem to
me to be quite ridiculous, for the
Churches or individual Christians
to do so as they have done, is,
I think, the height of iirresiponsiibiilu'ity if not of wickedness."

He said that be was not an
absolute pacifist but Chat Chrustians should try to be committed
as closely as they feel justified
to a policy of total non-violence.
Of the Church's policy, he said:
"I can never understand why it
is that the Church which has insisted, falsely I belli eve, and certainly at the cost of a great deal
of unnecessary human suffering,
upon am absolute and authorita-

tive ethical code in the field sex

relationships, should in questions

of war and peace so often have

Nations, except for language, is
a religious institution. "In this
modem drama, man's fear is of
man, and bis prayer addressed
to man." Quoting Aeschylus he
said war is justified against a
"man who is nornilMy in love
with high renown."

"It will be seen by future generations, I believe, that Johnson's
war in Vietnam belongs in the
same category with all other wars

of aggrandizement, dignity and
prestige."

MORALITY OR MORTALS
Dr. Connor Cruise O'Brien,
Albert Schweitzer Professor of
Humanities, New York University
gave the final address of the
session. "It is not a morality of
saints
whioh is pacificism
but one for ordinary mortals that
we need. Religion has quite consistently been invoked both to
limit and legitimize violence."
O'Brien felt -that the United

"If changes are to be effected
in reactionary states there must
first be a clear uinderstiamdimg of
the issues at stake so there may
follow a world-wide revulsion
against a cleanly defined evil."
REVOLUTION NOT ORDERLY
The Director General of the
Columbian Institute for Social
Development, Father
Gustavo
Painez Ramirez said, "Revolution

—

Social Order, or the
dreams of am equilibrated social
system, stable and functioning
perfectly well is a Utopia to be
excluded as empirical research
shows it to be." He felt that civilization does not advance by. the
action of orthodox conformists,
that the majority of powerful nations are born from a revolution.
Father Ramirez said "there
are cases in which a priest is

Father Ramirez stated that isolation and autocracy are not possible any more, that revolution
cannot succeed in isolation but
must be linked to the cause of the

Mr. Ganfield Todd, former
Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia, was the first to give his
address.

the iindeserimiinaite use of force;
never, that is, until this century."

—

praised

permitted to use weapons."
He also quoted Pope Paul Vl's
saying that revolutionary uprising
was justified in case of "evident
and prolonged tyranny, which
gravely violates the fundamental
rights of the human being and
which dangerously damages the
common good of the Country."

The second session, dealing
with Religious Faith and Revolution asked the question: Have organized religion faced up to the
demand for rapid social change
in the poor nations?

"There are many measures
short of rebellion and of war
which cam be brought to bear
upon nations which by their actions demy the unalienable rights
of mem," he said, "and small
bands of desperate men wiM not

given the impression that it was
prepared to abandon ethics altogether. The Christian churches
whatever they may have done in
practice, have never sanctioned

is not an orderly and evolutionairy change; iin fact the so piously

topple governments."

R. S. Garfield Todd: Former Prime Minister of Southern
Rhodesia. Minority governments must grow increasingly
ruthless in their use of force.
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and Varied Careers
• Interesting
and Auditing
Accounting
In
For Advancement
• Opportunities
Excellent Fringe Benefits
• Financial
For Studies
• Leading ToAssistance
Accounting Association
Memberships

• Good Starting Salaries
If you are in your graduating year of Commerce and
Finance cm- related studies that include at least two courses
in accounting, you should investigate the career possibilities

in the Public Service of Canada.

An explanatory brochure, "Commerce Graduates", is available at your University
Placement Office.
Representatives of the Commission and Employing Departments will be on campus Wednesday, November 15th. You
may arrange for a personal interview through your University Placement Office.
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STOP IT"

lunder-developed countries. "Thie
comftict is not among so«a4 clas-

ses but

the rich nations
which become wealthier and the
poorer ones, desp>emaitely poorer."
"Nonviolence is a proven and
moral force," said Dr. Ralph
Abarm/atlhiy, Martin Lmther Kirng's
Treasurer of the Soaitlbeinn Christian Leaderishliip Conference. "It
8s a true fact that Christianity
has not been tried and found difficult,, but it has been found difficult and not tried."
Oriticiaimig the American Society, Mr. Abemathy stated "The
whole structure of our economy
has developed into a kind of security and socialism for the rich,
with multi-miiffliion dollar subsidies and tax favoritism for commerce and industry, and free enterprise for the pokw."
Finally, he appealed to all
aimoMig

doctrine or conviction is con-

cerned.
He said he realized this was
not always the case, saying,
"Orthodoxy omce entrenched in
power soon arrogated to itself the
function of determining what a
person shonild believe and what
he showld discaird or renounce,"
and that, "genuine religious
thought is being undermined and
destroyed by an attStude of makebelieve that has become widely
predominant in our day."
BLOOD, NOT WATER
"I believe it is better to have
blood on your hands than water
like Pilate!" stated Farther
Trevor Huddtoston, Bishop of
Masaisi Tanzania. In quoting this
from Grahaim Greene he expressed his own view of the church,
that it has often preferred to

—

7

seems quelle clean- that theme is a
.great need for a straightforward,

aignoistic (secular) ethics on the
jnteinnaitional plane: who can deny
it except bigots who put forward

their favoured doctrines before
the future of mankind?"
He stated it was as irrational
to suppose that all the world will
come to accept the Catholic,
Marxist, liberal or amiy other
ideology, in it's present form, as
to suppose that any one power
can dominate the rest by force of
airms. It is a brute fact that the
Father Trevor Huddleston: Bishop of Masasi, Tanzania. "I
world is ideologically polycentric.
believe it is better to have blood on your hands than
ETHICS OF UNDERSTANDING
water-like Pilate."
The ethic that Prof. Corbett advocated was "the ethics of underwards other mem."
This was the feeling stalled by
stbaindinig: where one listens inThen Richard Shaull, professor
Rev. Alan Booith. Rev. Booth is
stead of taiks, asks rather than of ecumenics at Princeton added: London Secretary of the Comasserts, invites criticism rather "I see nothing in the church tomission of the Churches on Intfiam offers it, feeis one's way day which gives me much hope fceir'naitioinal Affairs.
With the help of one's opponent that as it is today it will rise to
He continued "Ideotogieis overbeyond the comfiines of establishthe challenge it faces."
simplify reality, but that is pairt
od thomght rather than entrenchThere aire no world-views, syof their job. You have to overing one's self immovably in it.
stems or communities in which simplify to grapple with history.
In relation to the Church he
we cam put absolute trust, im Without them we are helpless,
said, "There is no social attitude fact, we get along
much better just victims of What occurs."
which has not been sponsored by
when
are
freed
from that
we
docBoth America and Russia grossChristian churches, that a
compulsion.
trine that justifies anything, jusly inflate their ideological contifies nothing." "Christian princiHe said that "for many, reflict because for each, the ideoples," he stated, "hang like shackligion appeals becaiise it offers
logy in some degree is useful
les on the spirit."
security," and that and necessary to give them a
Mlilllan Opocenski, European idolatrous
"we must always be willing to moral justification for using their
Secretary of the World Student
Christian Federation said:
allow our most cherished ideas power.
Jesus did mot die against but and sitiructures to die in order to
He said: "The issue before mattfor Cart Mairx.
move ahead." Man's fate today, kind today is whether we will adThe unrest in the developing
ooiumidrieis of the so-called third he asserted, depends not upon mit that our ideologies are parworld, the riots in the large his willingness to embrace a new tial, provisional, subject to correligious world-view, but upon
cities of the United States, prorection, and designed to magnify
test movements of students and
his openness to the full dimenour own virtues, or whether they
youirag people
this ail suggests
sions of the secular."
are absolutes which must be unithat a longing for a more demoIn Indonesia hamdiredts of thoucratic, less buireiaucTiati'C, less
versally acknowledged."
dogmatic and paternalistic sociesands of men, women and childHe affirmed that Christianity
ty did not vanish and is still alive. ren have been massacred, far is not am ideology but "a unity
He felt "the revelation on which
more that have died in Vietnam. not of moral insight or achievewe base ow faiith is tolerance. The Soimetimos the rivers were chokment but of a common forglvesoairch for trinth amd the loyalty ed with bodies. Why did so few meisis."
towards this or that particular of us react? Because they could
The conference lasted for three
not fit these events of the ideoloviewpoint does not exclude a deep
days, and attracted approximately
gies currently fashionable."
respect and sincere tolerance to3,000 studeaite.

•—

Dr. Ralpl: Abernathy: Treasurer: Southern Christian Leadership

Conference. "This is the second American Revolution."

churchmen and church members
saiyinig that their highest duty
was to work for freedom and
justice and peace.
RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY
Session three on FaiiHh and Intolerance asked why mem of faith
hate other reffiigioins and if organized religions faced their responsibility to wipe out bigotry

and intolerance.
Speaking first was Dr. Alex
Quaisom-Soekey, former president
of the United Nations General
Assembly. "Men of faith have not
proved faithful to the teachings
of their religion." He stated that
instead of religiioms un/iling the
would and comtnitbuitiing to the
achiieveimient of peace on earth,
they have rather proved a divisive force in the world.
Dr. Quaison-Sockey asserted
that intolerance is futile, that
when statesmen advocate peaceful co-existence as a panacea for
peace, they do no more than affirm the fact that intolerance does
not pay.

He said the ChirLsfem training
Of any president of a nation should
be evident in his deciairatioins and

actions.

Mohammed

mer

■and
eral

ZaifiraAa Kahn, for-

foreign minister of Pakistan

President of the U.N. Gen-

Assembly laid down some of
the basic concepts of Islam and
stated that there Ls no basis in
Islam for inboleuiaunce ais fair as

think and act as if external uniformity and a rigid acceptance
of dogma were the guarantee of
oneness. He urged that the Church
has been untrue to its own teaching wherever it has allowed itself to foftow this path, and has
failed totally in its purpose.
"Prejudice," he continued, "at
the level of religious observance,
arose with the emergence of the
Church itself."

Jesus, he felt arced With his
idea when He said, "Suppose ye
that I am come to give peace on
earth? I ieM you nay but rather
division: for from henceforth
there shall be five in one house
divided, three against two and
two against three."
The religious approach to intoleraince, he said, should be the
sarnie as the way in which President Kennedy saw himself when
he wrote: "I aim an idealist without

illusions."

The questions asked of the
speakers of session four, Religious Falfth and Ideology, were:
Can ideologies such as the "American Way of-Life" and Communism be called religions?
Do ideologies influence men's
consciences more than their religious faith? Is this age witnessing the rise of mew mora! standards bul:!lt out of religious ethics
and ideologies? Do we need new
moral standards to judge actions
in international affairs?
Professor Patrick Coirbebt from
the University of Sussex said, "it

Muhammad Zafrulla Khan: Judge on the International Court of Justice. "Intolerance is both a
confession and a proof of a lack of real faith,"

8
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SOUND-OFF
Should students have

a voice in

the selection of the university president?

Andrew Barlow
General Arts I

Lynn

Butler

Hogfi Evan*

Psychology II

"If the President is

"No ....."

active in student affairs, definitely yes, we
should have a voice in
who the next President will be."

Politics II
"Since the students

"

in

general don't know
how the President functions in the institution
and since they hear
very little of the cost
of education, I don't
think the students have
a right to expect a say

in who the next President is."

Cliff Fryer
General Arts

Judy Button

General Arts I
"I just don't know
enough about it."

3onnie Stewart
Psvcholoev II

I

"Since this is a democratic university and
we do elect our representatives,
definitely
we should also have a
voice in the selection
of a President through

"Yes I do, because the
school is the students;
other than that I don't

know enough about it"

our representatives."

Brian O'Donnell
Science II
"I feel the students
should have some say
because the university
is for the students. I
feel there should be a
parallel between the
student and the Adminitsration voice in such
matters."

Alistair Wilson
Geography HI

"What exactly does a
President do? You tell
me
then I'll com-

—

ment."

SPREAD THE WORD

Library Science
Examination

campus shop

,
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Students may now nominate
WLU President candidate
Nomination forms for the new President of

I WLU are now available in the office of the student council president. They may be picked up
between
10 and 10:30 daily.
1

L

Anyone may make a nomination. A guideline
suggesting desirable qualities for the president
is also available. It is stressed that this is only
to serve as a basic guideline for the selection
committee.
The final day to hand in nominations at the
office of the president of student council is Nov.
Student council is now in the process of choos-

ing the student representative for the presidential

selection committee. There were no qualifications
set down for the student representative by the
Board of Governors. The student rep will be
chosen by next Wednesday.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmfflMMmMmmssmmms

Qualities desired in
Presidential candidates
1. CHURCH AFFILIATION:

Hon. Donald M. Fleming

Donald Fleming to speak
at WLU Convocation
A dean of business, a leading
Canadian states/man, and a renowned Lutheran educator will
be honored when Waterloo Lutheran University conducts its fall
convocation Sunday.
Receiving honorary doctor of
laws degrees are:
The Hon. Donald M. Fleming,
recent contender for leaders hap
of the Progressive Conservative
Party, and former cabinet minidean of the school of business at
the University of Western Ontario, who began his studies at
Waterloo Lutheran University.
An honorary doctor of divinity
degree will be presented to Rev.
Dr. Walter E. Buszin of St. Louis,
a distinguished musicologist of

-

a sister Lutheran denomination,
the Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod.

Convocation will be conducted
at 2:30 p.m. in the Kitchener Auditorium, East Aye.,
the site for several years of the
University's spring convocation.
About 260 students in arts and
science programs will receive
their degrees at convocation. The
address will be delivered by Mr.
Sunday

Fleming.

And, for the first time, a baccalaureate service will become
part of the autumn event. It will
be conducted on campus in the
Theatre-Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, with Rev. Richard Urdahl, university pastor, as preacher.

ELECTION NOTICE
A meeting of all Freshmen will be held Tues.
Oct. 31 in IEI at 10.00 A.M. Speeches of the
candidates for Vice-President of the Frosh
Class will be given and one of the candidates
selected for the position. All Freshmen are obligated to be present.

Lutheran. (The present constifatliion of WLU stipulates that the
President shall be a Lutheran.
Only if no suitable Lutheran
candidate were available would
consid'eraition be given to amending the constitution at this point).

2. CITIZENSHIP:
Preferably Oanadiiam.

3. AGE:
40-55 years. These limits are
net inflexible; the lower limit is
suggested in the interests of maturity of judgment, the upper one
with a view to available years of
service.

qualified respect of the Faculty,
and preferably evidenced by an
earned doctorate from a reputable institution.

8. SPECIAL INTEREST:
An appreciation of the role of
the smaller, churohhreiaited libera! arts university such as WLU
and a willingness to strive imaginatively to realize its potientialdties.
9. ADMINISTRATIVE ABILITY:
A proven talent for organization
and administration and a willingness to work within and benefit

4. HEALTH:

Preferably, experienced in the
Canadian universilty environment
and familiar with currant problems in uniivensiity government,
and with municipal, provincial
and federal governments as they
affect educational institutions.

11. PUBLIC RELATIONS AND

COMMUNICATIONS:
An aptitude for meaning and
relating to the public in a pleasing and dignified manner; and a
eaipaoity for communicating effectively with faculty and students, with fellow administrators,
with the press and the public, and
■with persons and institutions (both
governmental and private) to
whom the university must look
for ever inicreasiimg financial suppart.

12. BREADTH OF INTERESTS:

A man of interests much wider
than those of hits own particular
discipline, so that he would be
lileely to lend an understanding
ear to representations made in
support of any of the university's
departments and faculties, and in
support of new departments and
faculties.
Prepared by the Selection Commiitte'e, Waterloo Lutheran University, Waterloo, Ontario, October 11, 1967.

Western students busted

Sound.
5. MARITAL STATUS:

If married, with a wholesome
and congenial family situation.
Wife sibould be capable of entertaining; otherwise, it is not expected ofher that she be involved
in university affairs.
6. PERSONALITY:
A man of good will and integri-

ty.

7. SCHOLARSHIP:
An impressive academic background, sufficient to win the un-

LONDON, ONT. (CUP)—Four after half a piund of marijuana
valued at $200 was seized by the
University of Western Ontario

students were arrested last week
and charged with possession of
marijuana.

Three of the students, two
"hippie' haircuts and
beards, were charged Monday
Oct. 16 following a midnight raid
by Mounties on a Maitland St.
apartment.
The charges against Angus
Johnson, 20, John Robinson, 19,
and John Roy, 20, weire laid
sporting

ENJOY THE CONGENIAL ATMOSPHERE
OF THE

PILOT RESTAURANT
ACROSS FROM WATERLOO SQUARE
742-6548

Your host, Chris, and hostess, Anne, would like to meet you.

PILOT SPECIAL:
Businessman's Luncheon 90c to $1.35

'68 CHARGER

RCMP.

A fourth student, Mark Kirk,
18, of Sydenham Hall residence
of the Western Ontario campus,
was arrested Oct. 17. He was
charged with possession and held,
without bail until Tuesday Oct.

24.
An RCMP spokesman said it
was possible to make about 100
cigarettes from an ounce of the
marijuana. It was found both in-

side and outside the apartment,
the Mounties said.
Bail was set at $1,000 each
for both Roy and Johnson. Their
cases were adjourned until October 24.
Robinson, a Grade XIII honors
graduate in his freshman year
at the university, was remanded
without bail.
Assistant crown attorney John
McGarry told the court he opposed bail for Robinson because
the kwestigiaition was ineounplete.

(DodqsL 3>&v&)c
CHARGER!

you

at

WENDELL MOTORS

742-3514

NO DATES??
For the finest hair styling
in the Twin Cities

VISIT

WHAT A GREAT WAY TO CATCH

861 KING ST. E.

10. EXPERIENCE:

offering a STUDENT MEAL CARD
$10.75 worth of meals for only $10.

Dale Smith
CEO

Its waiting for

from the organization by stoning
Ms lihiimikinig with both academic
and administrative colleagues
and encouraging their critical and
creative contributions to the development of paKicy.

PLATONIC DATING SERVICE

ADAM & LIVIO

21 sincere, discreet gentlemen for:

109 Erb St. W.
(opp. Canada Barrel)

Mother's Wing, West Hall

coffee dates
—— homecoming
— parties
— theatre

—
—

dances
sports activities
concerts
— church services

—

"CHIVALRY LIVES"

Phone Mother at 742-9959

or 742-9871

SPECIAL RATES FOR
STUDENTS
3 hair stylists to serve you
Adam, Eddie & Ted
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queen

Robinson

~:*,

Sandy Hubbard

photo by Moore

girls or food seems to be his dilemma

McCaffrey

Kathi Burrows

f)hoto by Jax

who make ,music

photo by Moore

hi there peopfe!
1
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HOMECOMING 67
1

Carol Jasper

Fiona Mee

Kathy Kayler

Pat McFarland

Nancy Steinman

Cheryl Price

Sue Robinson

Diane McCaffrey

reel, orange, yellow on a blue mosaic
parades, clowns, booze, steaming coffee
ancl donuts
steer turning encllessly on that open spit
purple ancl golcl banners, bancls
We are Waterlooans we shall not he moved!
tears from the queen ancl smiles from the losers
involvement, laughter
. but most of aft coming back ... .

the gentlemen who make ,music
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U.S. draft resisters
burn or turn in cards
—

(CUP-OPS)
With some fanfane but little ceremony, draftage men around the United States
Monday turned in their draft
cards, as a demonstration of
non-compliance with the diraift
and the American rmiilitatry.
In 10 of the 25 cities where aetidraft actions were scheduled,
moire than 900 draft cards are reported surrendered or destroyed
indicating that the total number
would surpass the estimate of
1,000 offered by the Resistanice.
Boston, San
Three cities
Francisco, and New York
had
by far the largest numbers of
cards surrendieired. In Boston,
men from all over New England
turned in or burned more than
340 cairdis. In San Francisco the
figure was set at about 300, and
in New York at about 180.
There were no reports of arrests in connection With the draftcard action, although there were
arrests for related activities. In
Oakland', Oaiiilf., more than 50
people were arrested tor attempt-

—

Peter Van Ginkel

Opera singer joins WLU family
"Peter Van Ginkel is here to
be used," said Professor Walter
Kemp in introducing the new
affiliate artist on campus.
Mr. Van Ginkel, Bass-baritone
opera singer, will sing for
psychology and philosophy classes as well as for the music classes. Professor Kemp said that
"music is not being presented
to people as a living experience."
Dr. Endress in greeting Mr.
Van Ginkel said the artist "would
come and be part of our family
for a while, speak to us, talk over

B&L IGA
Foodliner
Kam Luncheon Meat

12

OZ.

39c

Top Valu Whole Potatoes

19 oz. 2 for 39c

Lancia Spaghetti or Macaroni

coffee, as well as expose us to
his fine voice.
Mr. Van Ginkel is being paid
$6500 as well as $3500 in travelling expenses for his stay at
WLU. $2000 was given by WLU,
$2000 by the Board of College
Education of the Lutheran
Church of America, and $6000
was given by Affiliate Artists
Corporation in the U.S.
Mr. Van Ginkel is a Canadian
and this was one of the requirements WLU gave for the choice
of the affiliate artists.
Mr. Van Ginkel was with the
touring company of the Metropolitan Opera Company in the
United States prior to coming
to Waterloo.

—

The WU Player's Guild, with
the largest and most enthusiastic
membership in the history of
theatre at our school will present two plays and a musical this
year
the highlight of the season in My Fair Lady.
The first play of the season is
Deiath of a Salesman, to be presented November 18-20. Arthur
Miller's challenging tragedy will
be completely under student direction with Gwyneth Bevin as
director and Patti Ney as producer.

—

ROLLER SKATING

EVERY NIGHT

—
—
DANCE

--

8-11 P.M.

Monday 7-8:30 P.M.
Instructions
Tues., Fri., Sat. and Sunday nights
Live Bands

SKATE

-

— SATURDAY NIGHT
8 - 12 P.M.

Buses from Kitchener City Hall on the week-end

Chicken Legs or Breasts

BINGEMAN PARK

CORDUROY
JEANS

Victoria St. N.

Kitchener

SEE THEM!
7.98

...

"Your Quality Men's
Wear Store"

BARRON'S
MEN'S WEAR

Omer remarked that under a
strict interpretation of the law,
a man who does not possess a
diraift card and does not plan to
obtain owe should be reclassified
I-A. He added that he didn't believe the law would be rigidly enforced in the case of the ten men
who turned in their cards in
Washington.

My Fair Lady wil be staged
next spring under George Thompson. Given their generous budget

and the proven talent of WLU
actors, the musical should be an
excellent one.
The last play of the series is
a comedy, The Odd Couple, writ-

ten by Neil Simon, the author

of Barefoot in the Park.
For the first time students and
alumni can buy a season's ticket
for only $3.50, ($1.75 less than the
cost of individual tickets), which
will enO.'itlle them to reserved seats
at all three productions.

SWAN CLEANERS LTD
. . . the nearest cleaners to the University

JUNIORS and SENIORS
it's coming!

Gord Crosby

it's coming!

OFFERS A
STUDENT DISCOUNT

it's coming!

FOR AUTHORIZED VW SERVICE
AND
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE

it's coming!
"soon"

WILL ARRANGE TRANSPORTATION
THURSDAY 'TILL 9 P.M. BY APPOINTMENT

2500 King E.

Kitchener

745-6881

*

10% Student Discount

it's coming!
VOLKSWAGEN

featured at Barron's

people."

Corner King and University

Brunswick Sardines

55c lb.

and agnostic positions. They accepted the cards in order to turn
them over to federal officials.
There was no official word
from the Selective Service headquarters about What might happen to those Who turned in their
draft cards, but there was some
indication that no immediate action was planned. Referring to
the 10 men Who turned im their
cards at Selective Service headquarters in Washington, Col.
Daniel Omer, deputy director of
Selective Service, said, "We're
not anxious to prosecute these

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

To Popular Rock & Roll Bands

oz. 2 for 19c

were arrested for the same reason in Champ aign-Urbana, HI.
and four in Chicago.
In most areas where the attempt was made to turn draft
cards over to federal officials,
the officials refused to accept
them. In New York federal marsibaills refused to admit the resistors to the courthouse where
they planned to turn in their
cards. When one of the marshalls
refused to accept the cards, members of the Resistanice took them
to a post office and mailed them
to the U.S. Attorney General.
Chicago-area diraft-resisbors decided to bring their cards to
Washington and take them to the
Attorney General's office.
In Boston the cards were not
turned over to federal officials,
but were given to clergymen representing the Protestant, Catholic and Jewish faiths. The clergy
were joined by a Harvard pro-

fessor who represented the atheist

WLU Players Guild to
provide varied program

2 lb. 2 for 85c

314

ing to block the entrances to the
induction centre there, among
them folk-singer Joan Baez. Ten

Presented by the J and S Executive

October 27, 1967

Friday,

THANKS GANG

at

You did it!

Treasure Van a great success!
Sincere thanks go to all those who helped in making
Treasure Van a success. The magnanimity of the
people who gave of their time so generously to
assist in selling was especially appreciated.
sincerely,
Pam Donahue
WUS

FOLINO'S Barber Shops
and MEN'S HAIR STYLING

WATERLOO SQUARE MALL
12 Chairs
No Waiting
SHOESHINE and MANICURE
Toronto Location
Yorkdale Shopping Centre Store 97
Flemingdon Park Shopping Centre

—

THE ORIGINAL
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576-4800

--

789-3876
439-1137

„

A£S£AT®AOaT
in sand, brushed leather

(genuine plantation crepe soles)
by

MADE IN ENGLAND

.
/fjT\

of ENGLAND

150 King W., Kitchener

745-7124

FOR THE FRIVOLOUS HEART
THIS ELEGANT

by Vie Slater

Up the Down Staircase
It never ceases to amaze me
how a supposedly intelligent,
paying public patronizes this
kind of sentimental slop. Up the
Down Staircase is merely a carbon copy of To Sir, With Love,
only the characters have been
changed to protect the wallet.
Who copied who, I won't dare
guess, for like both of these
movies it's sort of irrelevant.
Sandy Dennis plays a school
teacher who comes to a backward
forschool for teenage hoods
just read my column
get it
on To Sir With Love and then
ohamige the names.
Time magazine certainly overrated Sandy Dennis, at least in
my opinion. I find most annoying her nervous twitchings; she
appears to be always on the verge
of a grand mal seizure. But mostly it is her hesitant manner of
speaking that is unbearable.
This fit perfectly into Virginia
Wolff, but in this movie you
almost laugh to see that this is
how Sandy Dennis is in real life.
We have to give her credit
though. She can manage to keep
the lipstick off her teeth.
There is one scene in the movie where Joe (tripe Joe, you
know
the devastatingly handsome, bitter, rejected, 186 I. Q.,
underachiever Joe) ds going to
make her in the classroom after
school. The way she eventually
fiends him off is reminiscent of
a Gilbert and Sullivan seduction seems,, but I suppose that
all of the old matrons will gasp
with shocking delight.
Quite obviously Hollywood writers have no conception of what
a juvenile deliquent is. Even in
the high school that I came from
she wouldn't last through the
first verb conjugation.
But then, we must have our
fantasies, must we not?
Miss Dennis' method of teaching the students that the past
can be related to the present
is but one very, very, small part
of understanding. It also takes
a method in which the student

—

—

—

Parr & Waller Shoes

the flicks

can see that what he is learning
is truth and that truth can free

the mind from all the social

hang-ups and superstitious ignorance that plague us all constantly. No movie of this kind will

ever achieve that.

Last Saturday, after the dance
at WLU, I took my date over
to East Hall to watch Anatomy
Murder. There were two
other couples there as well as
some assorted other male students. At about 12:30 four extremely obnoxious young men
came in and insisted upon escalating the tense atmosphere that
exists in there anyway. With
of a

on

the shelf
by Jim McDonald

In Cold Blood—Truman Capote
At the time that this book came

out it seemed incredible to me

that anyone would think it deserved any more acclaim for its
moral position than an ordinary
issue of Stag. However, it is still
being praised for its "terrible
realism" and its implicitly understood idea that one must not
make moral judgements but instead one must have compassion
for the killers who were "unloved" by society. When a book
like this gets such a response it
is evident that this culture is
courting disaster.
Stylistically, the book has con-

siderable merit. It is well integrated and written with unusual
clarity. The author, possessing
a fine sense of mystery, sustains
an atmosphere of gripping suspense
with effective understatement and brilliant use of
the murderers' own words.
\lt is Capote's unbiased presentation of the murderers' depravity that makes this book of
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To complete the pretty picture,these superbly tailored pure
wool worsted slims, woven
fr° m superfine English

their ignorant, swilly comments
and their constant harping to
watch some teemy-arniimal band,
my date became so thoroughly
disgusted that she insisted we
leave. I only wish mow I bad
got their names. You would think
that the residents in East Hall
would insist that they could
bring their dates in to watch a
movie on the color TV without
having these cretins do their act.
It is quite obvious that neither
the dons nor the head resident
give a damn that such trash are
allowed to carry on this rude
behavior in the presence of ladies. For a place of higher learning, lack of control such as this,
whether internal or external, is
positively disgusting.

Will you graduate in 1968 with a minimum of 8 full-year
courses* in one or more of the following disciplines?

ECONOMICS
SOCIOLOGY
STATISTICS
DEMOGRAPHY
MARKETING
ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY

"barber-shop" variety. The reader
is presented with a "true-to-life"

story of two men who murdered
four, innocent people, escaped,
were pursued, captured, tried,
convicted, and finally hanged.
What motivated them?
Capote doesn't try to answer
that. After he was captured one
of the killers states: "I wonder
why I did it
it wasn't because of anything the Clutters
(the murdered family) did. They
never hurt me. Like other people.
Like people have all my life.
Maybe it's just that the Clutters were the ones who had to
pay for it
nothing about it
bothers me a bit. Maybe we're
not human. I'm human enough
to feel sorry for myself."
Capote seems to think that this
is a natural thing in our society.
This is his viev. of life. This is
the way he thinks life.really is.
And what solution does he offer?
That is given in the introduction
to his story: It is a short verse
from Ballad of the Hanged, by
Francois Villon. The reader is
told not to judge the hanged but
have pity on them, not to damn
them but to pray to God for their
absolution. Thus Capote commits
moral treason to the Cutters,
the victims. They are the ones
who need the compassion, not the
murderers.
This stor-' is about death and
nothing else. Capote offers nothing to those who love life and
what it stands for: truth, benevolence, and the goodness of man.
Evidently, he is drifting to that
point of cynicism here evil destroys good and if this kind of
thinking continues, it will.

:

... .

...

H yes, the PUBLIC SERVICE OF CANADA can offer interesting and challenging positions to you

as:

ECONOMISTS

Botany. They are ary-clean-

Somer's I

STATISTICIANS

able and dyed-to-perfectlymatch all bright new Kitten
sweater colours.

SOCIOLOGISTS
See Sid Somer's

Wjmli

«F
f /

5647/692

(fT
1 \\

Our recruiter will visit the Placement Office of the
Waterloo Lutheran University on November 20.
Arrange with your placement office for an interview
to discuss career opportunities in the Public Service
of Canada.

PURE VIRGIN WOOL
Look forthe
Woolmarkon the label

*
Without this label |

!£■'&&.%&

KITTEN.
'« >8 not a 6«nuine

37th
Anniversary

Sale

For those who will have less than the required number
of courses there may be opportunities for future education
and careers as Labour Market Analysts. Check with your

Placement Office.

179 King St. W.
Kitchener
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A P&G
Brand Manager
Calls It
"My" Brand
Here's Why...
Each P&G product has a Brand Manager, responsible for creating, planning, and directing the entire
T*he
consumer marketing effort for that product
Brand Manager operates much as if he were managing his own business, with such complete involvement the product becomes "My" brand in his thought
Since consumer marketing must
and action
constantly change to be effective, a P&G Brand
Manager practices the exciting profession of managing ideas that create change in the marketing of
his brand!
Out of your total budget for daytime TV, should
you divert a hundred thousand dollars to nighttime television
and if you do, what Changes
will you make ki your pattern of daytime TV?

A P&G PRODUCT, BUT HE CALLS IT
"MF BRAND
The Branch Manager, as leader of his Brand Group,
carries the entire consumer marketing responsibility for a product.
He is expected to know more about the marketing
of that product than anyone -else in the Company,
and his management looks to him to generate the
decisions and action that will increase the consumer
acceptance of the product, even in the face of
intense competition.
In accepting this leadership, a Brand Manager becomes very deeply and personally involved in his
work, and he approaches his responsibilities much
as if he were managing his own business and marketing his own product.
It is little wonder than, that he speaks and thinks
of the product as "my" brand
and is encouraged to do so by the Company!

...

.. .

•
•

•

.

..

Results of a new promotion in test market are
satisfactory, but not outstanding. What ideas will
increase its effectiveness and how will you test
the changes by the time the promotion is introduced nationally a year from now?

...

CONSUMER MARKETING MEANS CHANGE,
CHANGE, CHANGE!
The P&G kind of Brand Management is a tremendously exciting area of Work, challenging to even the
most creative marketer because consumer preferences, wants and needs change continually. Note
the word "change" appears in each of the problem
questions that began this article!

You expect to have an improved product ready
for distribution in 6 months. What copy ideas'
should you be developing now in order to generate a strong positive consumer reaction to the
product change?

As a Procter & Gamble Brand Manager, you make
the decisions on questions like these, and many,
rruany others as you create, plan, and direct an effective consumer marketing program for one of the

To serve the consumer better, P&G is constantly
improving current products and introducing new
ones. Even such well-known brands as Crest toothpaste and Tide detergent are improved about once
a year, and over 80% of our present domestic
consumer sales is in products introduced within your
lifetime! In addition, competitors introduce new
products and make changes in
marketing of
their brands from time to time.
All of this means that changes are frequently made

Company's products.

There are more than 30 such products: Ivory soap,.
Tide detergent, Duncan Hines cake mix, Crest
toothpaste, Head & Shoulders shampoo, to name a
few. For each, there is a separate Brand Group
typically 3 people
headed by a creative business
leader, the Brand Manager.

—

—

Mr. R. A. Moore,
The Procter & Gamble Company of Canada Ltd.,
Box 355, Terminal A,

Toronto, Ontario.

I will receive my
on or about

!

_ ..
& Gamble.

(month, year)

;

I.
about brand work at Procter
Na«*e

<a<.h«ni Aoaress
A<Mr««
!»cnooi

Home Address

Telephone Number

degree

techniques, consumer promotions.

IJjese. changes miust grow from sound thinking and
planning, and fresh hew ideas.
MANAGING IDEAS THAT CREATE CHANGE
Where dp the ideas that create change come from?
Everywhere. From the Brand Manager. From the
other two members of his team, the Assistant Brand
Manager, and the Brand Assistant. From the advertising agency. From company experts on art and
packaging, copy, media, television production, and
many other specialties.
It often requires a high degree of skill to reach a
many facts and
many different points of view and shades of opinion. At P&G the Brand Manager provides the leadership in this difficult role, and in so doing demonstrates the key reason for his right to say' "My"
brand!

final "best" decision on the basis of

DOES P&G BRAND MANAGEMENT
INTEREST YOU?
Each year, because of continued growth and diversification, we hire a limited number of new college
graduates far beginning positions in Brand Management. It isn't easy work, and it requires an unusual
combination of creativity, intelligence, resourcefulness and leadership ability, but if you have confidence in yourself and an interest in consumer
marketing, we'd be interested in hearing from you.
You would begin as Brand Assistant in a Brand
Group. Advancement is on merit only, and you
would determine your own rate of advancement by
the quality of your work. Promotion to Brand
Manager will come while you are still in your
twenties; it takes about three years on the average.

..

,

and would like to know more

.

in key marketing elements of T?&G brands: package
design, product, media mix, copy, TV production

We would like to talk with you

.

,
„
TJ you
If
are interested in a Brand Management
career at Procter. & Gamble we suggest that
you obtain our brochure from your Placement
Service and sign up for

Interviews

on

Nov. 13, 14

Procter & Gamble will also be interviewing
tor P° sitiOT>s in sales management, finance,
purchasing and transportation at this time.
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Alan King Associates and

The WLU Psychology Club

Support
Cord

The Bitter End
by Ol' Koot

present
c controversial and award-winning film

WARRENDALERoom IEI

Advertisers

Wednesday and Thursday
Admission $1
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

STUDENTS

—

,

SAVE 10% ON ANY PURCHASE

Warning:
any girl who reads this will
want to change her name.
...
. ..

Walk down our store aisle soon and discover why
you'll learn some engaging facts about diamonds
see some sleek and chic diamond rings with the new leaner,
cleaner look. That's how we made our name—
helping girls like you change yours!

Model No. TR126300

"Royal Princess".s3oo.

U IVJ. D IXX
Diamond Rings

Model No. TR122100
"Lady Fair"
$100.

Model No. TR124200
"Shalimar"... $200.

' Model N0.'TR123150
"Coquette"

Why did he write to her,
"I can't live with you"?
And why did she write to him,
"I can't live without you"?
For he went west, she went east,
And they both lived.
Carl Sandburg

The parts of love are responsibility, knowledge, respect and affection. Ideally, there should be no distinction given to any one of these. But that's perfection. That
doesn't happen between men and women.
From the beginning of time, it has been men that
have had to assume the responsibility of forming society.
It- was "necessary simply because a woman heeded the
protection of a society while she was carrying a child.
So man became the responsible part of the new thing
called society. Because he was responsible the most
important thing became knowledge. There is no such
thing as a responsible fool. Wisdom then became the
work of men.
Women, on the other hand, had one prime function,
that of bearing and raising children. By her physical
nature, a woman was made for this role ahead of any
other. What is important to a woman? Affection! If her
husband isn't affectionate to her, it is rather difficult
for her to bear a child. If she doesn't feel any affection
for the child that takes up so much of her life, then
the child will die. A woman is centered in a world of
affection. There are' few women I've ever met that
weren't most influenced by an expression of affection
before anything else. There is only respect left. Respect
is to affection in women, what knowledge is to responsibility in men. It is impossible to feel affection either
received or given without respecting the subject or object of that affection. It isn't affection if there is no respect, as it isn't responsibility if there is no knowledge.
I am not saying that men are incapable of respect
and affection. I'm not saying women are incapable of
responsibility and knowledge. I'm saying that the emphasis is vastly different between the sexes.
Recently, I had to admit that the things that concern
me most are not as important to a woman. This really
is a man's world. Since they have taken the responsibility
of making society
obviously, they have made it to
their standards. It is a man's world and as much as I
hate to admit it, anything I'll ever write will only change
women indirectly. This column then is functionally for
men only.
Perhaps, the way it is is the way it should be and will
always be. There seems nothing to do but accept that
men and women will never care about the same things
in exactly the same way. But if anyone is to ever live
happily in a society of men and women, each must understand that the other can be as happy and still be
different. Men who divorce their wives often say "she
doesn't understand me." Women often say that "he isn't
the man I married." The only hope for men and women
is for each to understand the others differences. Tfee
poem at the beginning of this column sends men west and
women east. If they are to live together, each must appreciate why the other said what they said in their
letters.

Free lifetime insurance on all diamonds

U VJ Li
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$150.

—

PROPER
PLUMAGE
The plumage of birds of

array is sold

here. Sport shirts of elegance, ease in
the laundering
and brightness for
the sight of females. Enough to make
our plumage the pick of the towne.

—

Model No. TR125250 "Skylark"..s2so. from the "Diamond Treasure" Collection
others from $100. to $10,000,

Open a Student Charge Account

WALTERS CREDIT
Jewellers Ltd.

151 King St. W.

LTD.

TAILORS

Kitchener

Phone 744-4444

Stores in Gait, Guelph,

ROSS KLOP?

St. Catharines, Brantford and Kitchener

-

HABERDASHERS

LADIES' SPORTSWEAR
WATERLOO SQUARE
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Meet the

Paul Markle

Tom Chascewski

Doug Strong

Ed Strohack
Fullback
5' 10", 185
Sophomore

Ralph Spoltore
Tackle
6' 1", 205
Sophomore

Tackle
5' 11", 225
Senior

Tom Chascewski

Ralph Spoltore

Les Szendrovits
Centre
6' 0", 205
Freshman

Bill Ballard
Centre
5' 11", 195
Sophomore

Les Szendrovits

Bill Ballard

Quarterback
5' 11", 175

John Kruspe
Halfback
5' 11", 170

Senior

Sophomore

Dave McKay

Dave McKay

will

Paul Markle
End
6' 1", 195
Senior

John Skinner
Halfback
5' 6", 160
Freshman

John Skinner

men who

Paul Giannelia

John Kruspe

Friday, October 27, 1967
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wrack the Warriors
Doug Strong

Halfback
5' 11", 180
Sophomore

Ted Wilson

Murray Markowitz

Tackle
6' 5", 250

Halfback
5' 9", 180

Sophomore

Senior

Ted Wilson

Murray Markowitz

Mike McMahon
Guard
5' 9", 180

Jeff Brown
End
6' 0", 180
Senior

Sophomore

Mike

Ed Strehack

McMahoj*

Brian Monteith
Tackle
6' 2", 225
Senior

Paul Giannelia
Flankerback
5' 11", 175
Freshman

Brian Monteith

..

.

and the girls who keep cheering them on

Jeff Brewn
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CCIFC teams topple
weekend opposition 253-6
—

(CUP)
Sparked by a stubborn defence, the Waterloo Lutheran Golden Hawks knocked
the Bishop's University Gaiters
out of a first place tie in the Central Canada Intercollegiate Football Conference by routing them
560. It was Lutheran's fourth
win of the season, against no
losses.
The McMaster Marauders also
remained undefeated as they
romped to an easy 51-0 victory
over the winless Laurentian Voyageurs.
Wins were also recorded for
Ottawa. Waterloo, Carleton, and
BMC.
Waterloo Lutheran completely
dominated the game. The Hawk
defence held Bishop's to minus
six yards rushing in the first half
and only 14 yards in the whole
game. In addition, the defence
scored one touchdown on a blocked punt.
A strong running game provided the scoring punch for Lutheran. The Hawks scored four
TDs on the ground. A punt was
also returned all the way for a
touchdown by John Skinner in
the third quarter.
In Sudbury, McMaster scored
almost at will against Laurentian.
compiling a total offence of 450
yards to 106 for the Voyageurs.
John Watson led the way rushing for 135 yards on thirteen
carries and two touchdowns. John
Arawezya caught two TD passes
while Greg White, Jay Grayeon
and Eric Emmerson each scored
once for the Maurauders. Greg

McQueen converted all seven
touchdowns.
McMaster used the opportunity
to experiment freely and use
their rookies. Laurentian displayed great determination, but were
unable to mount any sort of an
offence agatnsc the much more
experienced McMaster team.
Also Saturday, the Ottawa
Gee-Gees defeated the hapless
Loyola Warriors 21-0, their fourth
straight loss of the season.
Despite the score, Ottawa played a sloppy game, missing passes,

Homecoming '67

Jishop's

Waterloo

4
4
4
5

tfacdonald
IMC
Montreal

-

"5

Juelph
xiyola

4
5

..aurentian

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
14
0
4

4

0

0

Pointts scored:1:
for against
151
24

4
4

4
2
0

5

147
163
127
38
118

11

55

70
104
46
46

66
87

74
133
103
81
326

84
80
2

0

Top ten teams-CIAU weekly poll
6 Waterloo-Lutheran
7 Calgary
8 Ottawa

Queen's

St. Franois Xavier
McMaster

9 Carleton
10 Western Ontario

Toronto
Alberta
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attached. We just want you to try a great
mild tobacco taste. That way, we both comeout winning. You discover real smoking
and we get a steady Amphora
pleasure

...

customer.

To: DouweEgbertsLtd.,Box3l. Burlington Ont.
Yes, I'd like to discover real smoking pleasure.
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Send me one regular-sized pouch of Amphora
FREE. I'd like (check one)
...Regular... Mild Aromatic... Full Aromatic
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|
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iVaterloo Lutheran
Jttawa

Hockey?

4

Welcomes
One and all

McMaster

Plaved Won Lost Points
8
4
4
0
8
4
0
4
3
16
4
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4
16
6
2
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3

What's your pleasure?
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Enterprises

ream

fumbling, and blocking poorly.
Furthermore, had Loyola been
stronger, the many first half
penalties to the Gee Gees, and
the frequent econd half interceptions might have made a difference.
The only light note on the
Gee-Gee offence was Al Soamiiiom.
who scored all three touchdowns
of the game.
At Carleton, the Ravens, running a predominately ground
game, soundly defeated the University of Montreal Carabins 61-6.
(Continued on page 19)

But a pipe is only as good as its tobacco ~.
like Amphora Pipe Tobacco — the genuine
Dutch pipe tobacco. There's two ways to
rush to your local
try Amphora. One
friendly tobacconist and purchase a pouch
of Amphora Mild or Full Aromatic

Wilkerko

CCIFC League standings

••
Prov

City

Offer expires Dec. 31, 1967 and is limited to one poucb
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HAWKS UPSET GAITORS 56-0

In a game billed as the Hawks'

toughest test of the young season, Waterloo Lutheran Golden
Hawks ripped the Bishop's Gaiters 56-0:

The win enabled the Hawks to
remain tied for first place with
the McMaster Marauders who
dumped Laurentian 51-0.
The Hawks put on their strongest showing of the season scoring
almost at will on the Gaiitors.
Murray Markowitz opened the
scoring on a nine yard pass reception from Dave McKay early
in the first quarter. The convert
was missed. Kruspe then added
the second major in the dying
minutes of the. first quarter on a
well executed sweep play and
then added the convert making
the score 13-0.
In the second and third quarters the Hawks added their final
43 points on touchdowns by
Strong (2), Skinner (2), Monteith
and McGregor. Kruspe added 5
converts and the Bishop's Gaitors
conceeded a safety to retain posession of the ball.
John Skinner had an outstanding afternoon as be returned two
Bishop's punts for touchdowns,
the longest being 65 yards. Skinner totalled 147 yards in punt returns and certainly added a degree of excitement massing in
previous games.

CCIFC teams

...

from page 18)
Quarterback Mike Sharp, starting
his first game for Carleton since
last week's injury to Al Morrisette, scored two touchdowns
himself, and handed two others
to fullback Boh Eccles, who tallied on runs of 2 and 16 yards.
On the defensive side, Warren
Throol intercepted twice for the
Ravens.
On a slippery and wet field,
and playing before a small U
versity of Guelph crowd, the Waterloo Warriors handed the
Guelph Gryphons their fourth
loss of the year, defeating them
34-0.
The Warriors marched 80 yards
for a TD the first time they got
the ball, and they never looked
back. Quarterback Bob McKillop
scored three touchdowns for the
victorious Warriors.
In other CCIFC play, RMC
downed the McDonald Clansmen
(Continued

'

26-0.

The Hawks were very Sharp
defensively holding the Gaitor's
to minus 6 yards in rushing in
the first half and 14 yards total
rushing iin the whole game. The
Gaiitor's totalled a megre 89
yards of offence.
The Hawks were consistently

in the Gaiter backfiield and broke

up the majority of plays before

they had a chance to develop.
The pass defence broke up the
only sustained Bishop's drive on
an interception.
The Hawk defence seems to be
improving with each game and
should really be up far the Warriors this Saturday.
Offensively Lutheran gained
307 yards in total offence, the
majority of it coming on the
ground. Dave McKay attempted
only four passes completing three
one foir a touchdown and had one
ruled intercepted on an offensive
pass interference play.
Coach Knight felt that the Hawk
offence was getting the consistency that it lacked earlier this
season. But he feels that the
Hawks are still going to have to
play better ball to get by the

Warriors.

"They'll

(Warriors)

will be up for the game against
us." "We'll still have to get better to beat Waterloo next week."
However defensively the Hawk
mentor feels that this year's team
may be stronger than our championship club of last year.
The Warriors will be the stiffest test for the Hawks up to this
point in the season. It should be
a close gaime and the Warriors
aire looking for revenge for Last
years 17-7 defeat. The Hawks
haven't lost to the Warriors in
three years and aren't intending
on starting this year.

And away we go •— again. The Gaitors were no match for the Hawks as they
fell 56-0. The Hawks are undefeated in four league games, and are tied for
first spot with McMaster. The real test will come tomorrow when they face
the Waterloo Warriors for the traditional Homecoming hostilities.

As I See It

Scoring:
quarter

First

1. Lutheran Markowitz (TD),
5:10; 2. Lutheran Kruspe (TD),
13:20; 3. Lutheran Kruspe (C).

by Rich Danziger

Second quarter
4. Lutheran Strong (TD), 7:10;
5. Lutheran Kruspe (C); 6. Lutheran Momtieth (TD) 8:35; 7.
Lutheran Kruspe (C).
Third quarter
8. Lutheran (St.) 2:05; 9. Lutheran Strong (TD), 3:35; 10. Lutheran Kruspe (C); 11. Lutheran
Skinner (TD), 5:10; 12. Lutheran
Kruspe (C); 13. Lutheran McGregor (TD), 9:45; 14. Lutheran
Kruspe (C); 15. Lutheran Skinner (TD), 12:40.

How good are the Hawks? Starting at about 1:30
on Saturday, the University of Waterloo Warriors
should answer this question.
The Hawks are still a rather unknown quantity.
They haven't played a genuine contender for league
honors or any nationally rated teams. Statistically they
look great. The Hawks have scored 147 points while
allowing only 11 against and only one touchdown.
Of course one has to remember Bishops, Loyola,
Laurentian and Guelph aren't exactly marvelous offensive teams and less so on defense.
Bishops turned out to be something less than a stiff
test for the Hawks. Lutheran's defense held Bishop's
to 79 yards total offense which includes a net rushing
total of 14 yards for the whole game.

TAKING A TRIP ?
U

LSD

Our defense is good. It's tough against the run and
seems adequate in the pass defense department. The
offense has improved vastly.
The Hawks are a better team now than earlier in
the season when they barely squeaked by Guelph 12-10. But are they good enough to beat the Warriors?
The Warriors are a big team with an excellent QB
in McKillop. A strong runner and a good leader,
McKillop should test the Hawks defense with short
passes and a strong running game lead by Brian Irvine.
The Warriors have suffered from inconsistency all
season but gave MacMaster a good fight before dropping a close 21-9 decision. Last weekend the Warriors
finally put together a fine offense show, dropping
Guelph 34-0
The Hawks are quicker than the Warriors and probably have the fastest running backs in the league. The
game seems to boil down to a battle between size versus

OR

CONTACT

speed.

K-W TRAVEL BUREAU LTD.

-

-

NOW IS THE TIME TO BOOK

AIR RAIL BOAT
FOR YOUR

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
576-0770

Sports Editor

196 KING ST. E.

Waterloo Hotel
and

18 ALBERT ST.

WATERLOO

Right now both teams are dead even, and as a personal opinion a point spread of about five seems about
right as a winning margin.
For the Hawks to win, the running game has to be
strong. If the Warriors effectively seal off Hawks' runners, it's game over. The running game makes our offense go since the pass attack isn't at all consistent.
The action in the stands should be great. But watch
out for the boys in blue; their defence against the hidden Mickie Play has improved vastly over the past
few games.
Try and get out and see the game. The Hawks need
your support and besides it's a lot of fun.
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